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FOREIORD

India is gifted uit th about 2 mill ion hectares of
low-lying land along the coast-line with rich resources of
prawh. and fish seed. Though in West Bengal and Kerala 24$ 000
h ec tares of 1and are U '1;1,1ised for prawn eu.l iiur e by tradt tiona1
meih oti, the rest are not fully ut.i1ised due to lack of aaeoti-
a tescientific know-how a bou t .the brack: shwa ter aquacul. tnire •

..:

j $mal1 and big entrepreneurs of the country are eonst a-«
\ ntly aspiring to enter this field of br ack t etuoa ter farming

l \~ut ,~inte no corriprkhensive methodology of constructing fish
f(J.r7iLin these difJicul t terrains has been laid out SO far$
they are hesitant to invest on thi~ venture.

\ . Central Inland Fisheries Research Institute has been
working fornear1 y two decades in lower suruierbane, West
Bengal to survey in dei a ilthe prospects of brac ki etiuia ter
fish farming, keeping in view all salient engineering and
biological aspects of it. Valuable knowledge has been acqu-'
ired regarding the various aspects of engineering problems
tobut1d and maintain br ackt etroa ter fish farm. This knowledge
has been effectively put to use in designing and constructing
a 500 acree sor aokt enea ter fish farm in Henry's Ls l arui, lower
Suruier ban s which is now functioning effeciently.

The present manual encompasses all these working
experiences and synthesises them in the form of a compre-
hensive methOdology which will be of immense help to the
prosPective aquaculturists for taking up bracki hwater fish
farming on a commercial scale.C

ARUN G. JHI GRAN '3)</1.81
Director
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SELECTION OF SITE; SURVEY, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
. OF BRACKISHWATER FISg FARM WITH SPEr,IAL REFER •.•

ENCE TO THE ISLANDS OF LOWER SUNI'lit.RBANS

Abhijit Sengupta & D~D. Halder

.\

mTRODUCTION

Brackishwater fish farming is an age-old practice
in West Bengal and Kerala and fishermen of these areas
r-aise bulk production of brackishwater fishes and prawns

by following their ,traditional cultural practices.

The brackishwater fish farm are constructed in the
low lying mud flats in the lower estuary which gets in-
undated by the tidal water during spring tide and the
wat~ragain receeds back in the low tide.

The main working principle of the brackishwater
fish farming is to enclose an area by constructing ear-
then dykes and to provide it \<rithwater gate by operating
which water can be taken in to flood the impoundment with
tidal water. Fish seeds carried in alongwith the tidal
water and also stocked f'rom other sources are reared in
the impoundment.and harvested after it attains the market-
able size.

The water management is a very important part of
the brackishwater f'arming and the farm should be such de-
signed .arid constructed that regular water exchange is .:',~
possible to maintain the quality of water and entire water
of the farm can be drained out whenever necessary by ope-
rating the water gate.

An optimal depth of water should also be maintained
in the impoundment which is most conducive to the growth
of thebrackishwater fishes and prawns and pond should be
such designed that this optimal water depth is maintained
also in the lean months when tidal rise is minimum. The
work to be done starting from selection of site to the con-
ec r-u ctLori and operation of the farm is mentioned bo Low :

Reconnaissanoe; survey
Prismatic compass traversing
Detailed topographical survey
Tidal survey

1 Selection of site
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Farm layout
Design of the, pond and oanal
Design of the embankment
Design of the main water gate and seoondary

,sluioes

3) Construotion

"~.

Construction of the embankment and pond
Constru:otion of ,the water gate

The forest delta.s of lower Sundorbans - the pro-:'spect
of brackishwater fish farming.

/

In the confluenoe of Hooghly Matla estuaries and Bay
of Bengal there are 'innumerable deltas a few of which are
only inhabited and almost all of the rest are thickly OVer-
grown'with wild mangroove forests invariably intersperged
with numbers of meandering creeks entering deep into the'

'island from the coast. The island ranges from quite small
to very big sizes. These clusters of islands are widely
known as Sunderbans.

The mangrooves mainly consisting of the species
like goon (Excoecaria agallocha), Garan (CerioE,s tagal), Hetal
(Phoenix Ea~ludosa), Bani (Avicennia ~, ~arina, ~.£!!i-
cinalis) etc provide no quality timber but only fire wood
and small poles for wooden hutments. Many of these forest
islands can profitably be given shape to the brackishwater
fish farm and lot of fish ca.n be raised from these to meet ''J..,'

up to a significant extent of protein requirement of the
country.

With the said purpose the Sunderbans Survey Unit of
Central Inland Fisher,ies Research Institute took up the
detailed 'survey of some of the islands in lower Sunderbans
in the year 1970 to study the prospe ct of construct ing fish
farm there and the engineering survey, design and construc-
tion of fa;rms are carried up as per the guidelines mentioned
earlier.

In the following pages the details of the steps
needed to be taken up for selection of site, design and
construction of the fnrm is narrated with the special refe-
rence to the work done in lower Sunderbans .,-.;
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A. Se~ection of ~

Proper selection of the site is essentially needed
before going to take up the design and. construction of
brackishwater farms. The basic factors needing attention
in selection of site are as follows :

(i) Size and shape of the.island (ii) Symptoms of erosion,
(iii) Soil characteristics, (iv) Topography (v) Tidal pheno-
mezia .•

,
To study the above aspects thorough survey should be

carried out which earl. be broken up int'O following steps.
, \

Reconnaissance survey

Reconnaissance survey is conducted by the surveyors ii
by, travelling around the islands by the country boat. 'This t

w.i,llgive an overall idea e.bou t; the size and' shap e of the
island. and also the symptoms of erosion if there are any ,i'

~vand also aboutot.her important aspects which are needed to
be known for proper selection of the site.
(a) m:z~ and shape of the island

If the size of the Island is too small or the shape
is too elongated with a small breadth it may, not be economi-
cally· wise to build up fish farm there.

If the Island is too small it generally indica.tes
that the.~Island is newly built and is stili in the process
of building up. The soil of the newly built-up island is
generally very soft and have too low a bearing capacity to
withstand the load of the dykes,'watergates or other super-
structures Which are vital parts of the brackishwater farms.
Besides that, if the island is too small construction of the

farm will be difficult because required numbers of stocking,
rearing and'nursery ponds can not beco~structed there to
make the fa~m commercially viable and sometimes it may be
difficult also to get required volume of earth from the
pond excavation to construct the main marginal dykes for pro-

tecting the farm from tidal thrust.

If the shape of the island is too elongated then the
ratio of the preimeter of the island to its area will become
more and hence necessary volume of earth may not be avail-
ab~e from the excavation of the pond to construct the peri-
meter or the marginal dykes· around the.island.

.'



b) Erosion
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As many new islands are rising up in Bay of Bengal
due to the constant accumulation of the silt many old is-
lands are also in the process of being rapidly erodod away
duo to the continually changing hydrc_dYllamics of the bay.
The erosion of the river or channel is a very complex pheno-
menon which can be analysed and estimated by sets of mathe-
matical formulae involving a number of variable :.,.pora'mcters.
However one of the main reason of erosion is-the transpor-
tation of the bed layers by tractive forces. As per Du Boys
frictional resistance mos~depend on the effective weight
0'£ ~he overlying material,- the. coefficient of friction bet-
ween layers being constant for the given materia~. It follows
that movement of successive layers will occur down to that
level at which the overlying material produces a resistance
e,qual a~ magnitude to the tractive force of the strea.m, i.e.

. \ Co =

Whe re ""t'" =(0

Yo.:::

s ==

f ==
Ys =
Y ==

d =

n =

):0 s. = ~ nd (Ye. Y)

Bed shear stross
.Depth of the layer from the bQd

Energy gradient supplied to the layer
Fluid d0nsity
SP. gr. of the s.oil

Sp .gr. of water
Thickness of each layer of the same order
of magnitude as particles themselves.
no. of layers.

By assuming the velocity of the layers to vary line-
arly (by equal increments A v) from zero to maximum at the
top the amount of solid material being transported per unit
width per unit time is given by

= nd (n-1) AV
2)

Though the above formulae present a theoretical aspect about
erosion and sediment transport the practical observation in
the field will give a clear picture about erosion.

During the primary survey of the Kakdwip sand opposite
the existing fish farm of CIFRI, it·was noticed tha~ the
Western bank of the island is getting eroded away due to
the turbulent surf of the Muriganga river and this was one
of the/reasons that the island was not finally selected for
farm construction.
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c) So~l characteristics
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If the soil oontains high percentage of fine silt
and olay it is very soft and unstable having a low bearing
oapacity and this type of soil will not be suitable for
farm construction. On the other hand if the percentage of
sand istoo high than the soil will be stable but its water
rretaining cap.6.citywill be low due to high permeability
and such soil also will not be suitable for farm oonstruc-
tion. A good soil will have roughly the following percen-
tages of sand silt and clay for proper stability..

- 60 P.c. by weight
25 p.c. by weight
15 P.c. by weight

Sand
Silt,
Clay

After, the site is primarily selected soil at diffe-
rent layers, should be tested elaborately in field and labo-
ratory for knowing its suitability for the construction of '
pond dykes and sluices.

r-

Generally soil upto 2 m from G.L. should be' tested
for knowing the suitability for dyke construction and its
retentivity for holding the pond water. Soil £rom2m upto
4 m (depending upon the site of main sluice) below G.L~
should be tested for knowing the b~aring capacity, silt
factor etc for designing the sluice. For example the pro-
perties of Sunderbans soil can be referred. Though over a
vast area of Sunderbans soil propertie s will Vary remark-
ably from place to place still tests at some few sp()ts give
on an average the following properties of the soil at those

"spots
2.1 to 13 ••9%
59.2 to 77.9%
18.2 to 38.7%
52.5 to 55.0%
22.9 to 26.5%
26.0 to 32.1.

Sand
Silt
Clay
Liquid limit
Plastic limit
Plasticity Index
Optimum moisture
content
Dry Density
Cohesion
AnSkO )o£-Inte~na.l
Friction 4044' - 8019'

d) Elevation~L* ' , ,ola and elevated islands, on the other hand, subject
to infrequent submergence by tidal water are generally
stable. But too much elevation causes a high expenditure on
earthwork in excavation. Hence theez factor should be given
a thorough consideration before selecting the site. ,~

L*Ne,,:lY-buil~ chars Or islands have.generally low elevation a.:nd~to
the ~nnundat~onby almost all the t~des the top soil remains soft
and slushy. This type of soil may not be suitable for the construc-tion of the brackishwater farm dykes.

15.3%
1.22 to 1.75 (gms/ee)
0.16 to 0.49 (kg/cm2)

\
\
\
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Trees, shnubs and herbs grown in the islands also -~
present a first hand information about the elevation of
the lands and during reconaissance survey the surveyor
ean have an rough idea about the elevation of the island
by studyii:l.~the flara grown an the sail.

?_~t.t~rCl.s~~arctata, Lo ca.LLy named as dhani ghas,
grows on1y in newly built saft and slushy soil. When the,
land will be mare elevated by silt deposition then other
shrubs like ketki (Acu"p.thusilicifoli~) etc cames up. When
the land is further mare elevated then the trees like garan
(Ce'riaps ttyal),gean (Excaecaria a,&al.locha) etc will irow
up~ Hetal Phaenix ~al.ludosaY-Or bani [Ave~~nn~~ al.ba
grows up where, the soil is further elevated.

e) Jungles and bushes

All the islands af the lawer Sunderbans are invaria-
bly overgrawn with thick mangrave vegetation. vlhile cons-
tructing the farm a belt of mangraves should be left undis-
turbed all alang the periphery af the island. It wil.l play
a significant z-o Le in pratecting the earthen dykes'by dimini.,.
shing the striking energy af the shart periad wind wa~os
which is generated in the adjacent open water and travel.
tawards the dykes and which is mainly responsible for erod-
ing away the dyke e , '"'"

On the other hand very high indidence af bushes and
jungles will incur greater cast far cutting and clearing
the trees and many roats and stumps will remain in the sail.
which will spail t~e dyke by gradual decaying and making
internal tunnelling in the pond battom or the dyke.

In some of the islands of Sunderbans it has been
noticed while conducting survey that there ~s vast expanse
of land devoid of gr01l1thof any sort of vegeta tions surrounded
by thick jungles all around.

It is called, blank which is laoally named as 'dhal'.
These blanks are f'ormed, because the land has saucer-l.ike de-

pression in these pl.nces and tidal water accumulated in this
depression during high tide will have no outlet to. go. out and
will evaporate leaving salt behind and will act like a sal.t
pan. Thus the soil in these bLan ke are too saline to allow
any·vegetation to grow. These blanks are ideal spaces for
construction of farm.

In Henrys island on Bakkhali creek of' lower ,Sunder-
bans almost '40% of area has been f'oundta be blank. Also. in
Mahisani island a vast area remains blank •.

\
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ii) Prismatic com~ass Traversing

After the reconnaissance survey"J.s over and the land
has been primarily selected for farm ;construction it is
essential to''know the exact size and· shape of the island for
detailed contour su~eying and mapping of the land. ~

Prismatic compass traversing is done along the cir-
cumference of the land and when the traverse is closed it
gives the correct shape of the island. Traversing should be
conducted during low tide SO that prismatic compass stations
can be fixed along the outer edge of the forest from where
the Consecutive stations are visible and no forest cutting

'< will be needed • Since at the outer edge of the island soil
will b~ $.oft and slushyadditional care is needed to keep the
compass-stand exactly on the station.

However, since to adopt th8 standard surveying and
levelling practicesLnazardous terrain like SUnderbans may beLin
very much difficult the help of the aerial photographs avail-
able with Survey of"India may be taken as far as 'practicable
for.findi~g out the~ize and shape of any island.Lexact

iii) Plane Table Surveying

After the shape of the land is dr~wn by prismatic com-
pass traversing the plane table survey is conducted to work
out the details of the cluster of shrubs, big trees, blanks
etc. It is to be noted here that since accurate_cha.ini~ i:ts
very difficult on the slushy soil with +hd c". grovlth of -vegi-
tation either resection or intersection method sho~ld be
follOlved as far as practicable so that chaining can be avoi-
ded '-'asmuch as possible.

iv)' Detailed levellin.,.g

After the shape of the lEmd is known and the island
is primarily selected the contour survey should be taken up
for detailed design. A suitable base line and also the per-
pendicular line s on the base lines are marked on the map. It,
is convenient if the base line can be ranged breadthwise
in the mid position of the island. The perpendicular lines
are ranged with the hol,p of prismatic compass and the rang-
ing rods. The lanes are ranged by cutting thick ju~les. The
distance from lane to lane depends upon the topography of the
land. If the land is much undulated then the lines should be

I 'closely spaced. But the deltas of lower Sunderbans are formed
of alluvial deposition and hence it is generally flat in
nature. In surveying the Henrey's and Mahisani islands the
perpendicular lanes are ranged 100' - O~ apart. The spot ~e-
vels are also taken at every 100' - 0" distance along the
line •.

"

·T
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After the survey is over spot levels are plotted on
the map and the contour lines are drawn by interpolation.
Intervals of the contour lines are also fixed in confor-
mity with the land undulation.

Before conducting the contour survey the permanan~
benoh mark is fixed on the island and the reduced level of

the bench mark is determined by drawing fly level from any
known G.T.S. Bench Mark.

Orie of the major problem in surveying ~h~se thick
forest deltas is that the soil is ·so densly interwoven with
roots and stumps that it is often very difficult to find out
th,e exact ground level. The staff-man should be very care-
ful so that the levelling staff is placed exactly on the
ground instead of any elevated roots and stumps so that the
levelling becomes accurate.

v ) Tidal .Survey

Tidal survey is another essential pre-requisite for
scientifically designing the various essential components
of the fish farm like ponds, dykes, sluices etc. The tidal
survey consists mainly the survey of (a) tidal rise and fall
in spring tides round the year (b) tidal velocity in diffe-
rent phases of the tide.

(a) Tidal rise and fall

Generally there are two rises of flood tides and two
falls of ebb tide every lunar day i.e. 24 hrs. 50 minutes.
Thus the average interval between successive high tides is .
12 hrs. 25 minutes. There are three types of tide (i) Semi-
durnal tide which occur twice in a day (ii) Diurnal tide
which occur only once a day (iii) Mixed diurnal type
where one of the two high tides in n day do not reach the
highest of the previous tides.

The tide in the Bay of Bengal are, for example; pre-
dominantly semi-diurnal with some influence of the diurnal
constituents which result in the diurnal inequality between
the heights of two daily high water levels or two daily low
wa terleve 1:; •

Tidal observations are necessary for finding out the
Highest High Water level of the year which is needed for de-
signing the peripherial embankment.

!.
:1

~~
,.
,
i~,
•
;-:

:1
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The observations arc also needed for knowing the ~.
spring tide levels. in each fortnight of every month which
will be useful in designing the depth of the ponds and the
height of ..the dykes.

For these, long period observations over years are
needed. ~e procedure that may be adopted is to establish
a co-relation of tidal levels between the site and t~1.eplace
where long period of past records are available (Saugor' in
case of Sunderbans).' Long period past data of thees"'Cablished
site may be analysed to obtain Highest High Water level and
Design Tide at the established'site and to convert them to
,the project site value with the help of co-relation. The~ ,process is an involved one and beyond the scope of this note.

The tidal reading can be taken by either uerns_auto-
'mntic st8.ge recorder or by ; using orc1ino.rycallibrated
gauges which are less costly and ensily available. The gauge
is planted on "'Chebed level of the feeding creek. The guage
is callibrated and it is such driven into the ground that

.'the zero mark of the tidal gauge flushes with the ground and
the exa~t R.L. of the zero mark of the tidal gauge is known
by drawing fly level from the known G.T.S. bench mark. The
tidal readings are taken in the spring tides of both monsoon
and lean months. Time interval between t.aking two tidal read-
ings is to be decided as per the rate of tidal rise and fall.

t·,

") '.

To get the accurate .curve of tidal fluctuation read",
ings should be taken at le~st at every ten minutes.

After the tidal readings are recorded these are plo-
tted against the time and the curve will give a clear picture
of tidal height against the time and it is essentially need-
ed for working out the detailed design of water gate. It hai
been,observed during the survey of the Mahisani and Henry's
island tha-'cthe tidal amplitude from low 1.0'" wa-te~'··l.e'Vel>tQ'-,
high high water level varies from 2m to 4.5 m in the monsoon
months. and 1 .5m to 2 metres in spring tides of lean months.

Tidal velocity observations are required to find out
the discharge capacity of the creek on which the sluice gate
is located in order to find out if the creek is capable of
carrying the water for which the sluice has been designed.

For designing the efficient water gate it is essen-
tial to know'the tidal velocity in the feeding creek in the
different tidal phases. The velocity may be recorded by using
half submerged float or the electric current meter which will
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give more precise result. The velooity varies with respect
to time and the time velocity curve will give the volume of
water ingressing through 'the l'{atergate per unit width per
unit ~ime. It has .been noted t~t the ave::ageLveiocity. ofLsl?ring
the t~dal creeks ~n the Bakkhal~ or Kakdw~p creeks var~esZt~de
from 350 cm/sec in monsoon to 29.0 om/sec in wihteri It is
better if the tidal surve;t is carried out for consecutive
two or three years~

B.· l!esign of the farm
•After the island is selected and the contour and

t'id.,alSurvey is completed the farm design is taken up. The
design consists of the following parts.

Farm l§LY0'll

Farm layout and orientation of ponds and canals are
most important part of the farm de~ign. From the contour map
the elevations and depressions of the land can be clearly

visualised. Ponds should better be constructed on the land
having low elevation and rc;;latively elevated land should

be marked for the construction of godown, watch sheds and
other infrastructure. It will minimise the cost of earth
work. Ponds should be such oriented that the maximum bene~
fit can be extracted from existing canals and creeks for
feeding the impoundment with water. This will also help in
minimising the earthwork.

Forest belt of considerable width should be left un-
disturbed all· along the outer margin of the fa::'L'm.This will
protect the farm from the direct thrust of the tidal wave.

In designing the fish farm in Henry's and Mahisani
island forest belt of an average width of 200'-0" has been
left.

ii) Orientation of the ponds

The fish ponds are designed to be rectangular in shape.
Its width should not be much wh.Lo h will make the netting
difficult;

In the coast of Bay of Bengal there is high velocity
of wind during summer and monsoon months and wind flo,"ISal-
most consistently from south to north. If the lengtfrof the
ponds are oriented north-south wise then the wind will have
a greater fetch length and it will cause bigger waves in .the
pond water which will result in erosion of dykes and ponds
and pond sides. Hence the pond should be laid east-west wise
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as far as practicable. But, if the ponds are small wave
height will be limited due to small fetch. These smal~ waves
may also help in aerating the pond water if the pond is ori-
ented length~ise in direction.

Design of ponds and the canals

a) Depth of ..2,ond

The bottom level of the pond should be such that at
least a depth of 1 meter is maintained in the ponds even in
the lean months when the tidi3.lamplitudes is minimum. On the

'other hand , pond bottom should be at a higher level than
the 10wLwater level of·the creek so that the pond water canLloW'
be entirely drained out ~henever it is necessary for wash-
ing the pond metabolitos and preparing tho pond bed. The
depth of the pond excavation is calculated from the contour
level and the tidal reading.

The depth and sizes of the individual ponds also
should be such ascertained that the volume of earth obtained
from the pond .excavation is equal to the volume of earth re-
quired for constructing the dykes. In the most economic de-
sign these two volumes will be equal. Since pond depth is to
be determined only on the criteria of contour level and tidal
rise the area of the individual pond should be such designed
that the condition of equality of earth volume in pondcutt-
ing and dyke filling is satisfied. In the case of rectengular
ponds more the ratio of the ~onger to shorter sides more will
be the length of the perimeter. For a given area square ponds
will havo minimum perimeter. These should be taken into con-
sideration in designing ..the .pond.

o

As the pond will be bigger in size the c6st towards
the lead for carrying earth to deposit to the dyke will be
more and hence cost per unit area .will increase. Ion the 'othet'
and perimeter varies linearly mora in. the indiviJUal ponds
~rea less is the ratio of the perimeter to the area and'hence
the cost of dyke construction per unit area will come down.
All these aspects are very much site specific and the best-
suited economic design will have to be made satisfying the
site conditions.

in
SinceLtho brackishwater farm practices fresh tida1

water is taken into the ponds in every fortnight the loss of
water due to seepage can be neglected. But if in any case the
soil is very much previous and due to some reason or other
water is not taken during consecutive fortnights there may be
some apprecia1:?~e.losses duo to seepage. Hence amount of·see-
page loss may be estimated in designing the pond depth.
Lhand since area is propositionaltosquare of the sides
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'.

Seepage loss may.occur through the permeable dyke on
impervious base when pond water will stand against the dyke
and the rate of seepage flow per unit length will be given
by

Where

q ::::It Yo

flow rate per unit longth in m3/day
Hydraulic conductivity in m/day
Focal.distanco of Kozeny's basic para-
bola in m

q =
K ==
y. =..0

The parabola is ropresented by

x y2 .•..y2:::: . 0
2 Yo

with x and y as coordinates
and origin at the focus

\ In the case of ponds and canals often seepage occurs
through'sides and bottom and when water table is at a consi-
derable depth the seepage flow Q can be estimatodafter
Vedermikov's method as follows.

q K (B + AIl)::::

B = width of the canal
H ::::Depth of the canal
A is a parameter which varies with ~ for diffe-

rent side slopes of the canal the curve for which ~s avail-
able.

Shere

Since the pond vlater will be drained out though tho
canals the oanal bottom is kept at a lower than that of the
pond. Generally, the canal bottom level is kept 0.15 m lower
than the 'bot t orn level of the pond. A mild slope of an average'
o:r;-d,erof 1 tI in 100 f't••towards the vlater gate my be' maintained.
It will help, in 'ltl'El.shingoub the accumulated silt to some ex-
tent in l'ow tide.

b) o
The soil of the lower Sunderbans deltas can be classi-

f~ed into five categories (i) claye~ soil, (ii) Loamy soil
(iii) Sandy Loa.m (iv) Sandy soil (v) silty soil. But predo-

,minantlyit is clayey soil (silt 38.9', clay 41.00 sand 20.1).
The angle of ropose of this. type of soil is generally 1.5 :
1 to 1 : 1. A little ;flatter slope than this is maintained
for the sides of the ponds so that it may not collapse due
to the superimposed load of the dyke. Specially when the pond,
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water is entirely drained out there is risk of collapsing of
the pond slope. Hence adequate slope should be provided to
withstand the danger of drawdovm.

c) Berm

For facilitating easy netting of the ponds and also
for increasing the stability of the base of.the dykes the
proper berm width should bc provided at the base of the dyke.
In absence of berm also the pond sides may collapse when the
water will be drained out. 1.5m to 2.0m berm width is main-
tained in the brackishwater farm layouts in Henry's and

Mahisani Islands.
, d) The c9:!1al

A tidaL channel of uniform cross section as is o~ten
excavated is found to be unstable. Because tidal dische~ge
dec~eases with the ir-creasing distance from the sea. So if
a constant cross section is maintained the gradually decreas-
ing velocity will lead to the siltation of the channel. Hence
forvery long feeder channel in a big farm it may be necessary
to evolve proper design criteria for such channel.

The longitudinal variation of cross sectional area of
a tidal channel below mean tide level (NTL) at a distance
may be worked out frOln continuity equation as follows:

A (x) Ao. ·-kx= e

Where K W ho=
Vo Ho

W
21L.,

= - -T

T = Tidal period
ho = Tidal amplitude (vertical)
Vo = Tidal velocity amplitude
Ho = Depth below 1I1TLat the sea face

Q In non-tidal canals there exist a set of empirical re-
lationships fOr evaluating cross-sectional parameters for a
particular discharge. Such type of generalisation is, how-
ever, not available for tidal systems. But the peak tidal
discharge during average spring tide and cross sectional
areas below MTL are related more Or less in the same fashion
as that of non-tidal. system and the general equation-as mean
of all relationship may bG of the form:
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Where
and

A = 1.30 x Qm 0.963 in CGS system
At = Area in ft2 below main tide leve~
Qm = Maximum tida~ discharge in ft3/ sec at

spring tide condition.

These formulae will be helpful in designingtida~
channe~s •

.iv) Embankments

"'" \
Marginal embankment

The main function of the marginal embankment is to .,-(.'-
protect the farm from being flooded by the tidal water. Since
it faces direct thrust by the tide it is designed to be strong
enough to withstand this thrust.

a) ~ight of the margin~l embankment

'Height of the marginal dyke should be such designed -::..
that it can most safely prevent the tide water from overtopp-
ing the dyke which may result in breach and ultimate collapse
of the dyke. To ensure this a minimum free board of 1m should
be provided above the maximum high flood level recorded in
10-15 years. The biggest tide occurs in Bay of Bengal in the
month of September-October when the tide rises even to a hight
of 3m above MSL. Since the average ground leve~ of the islands
of Sunderbans is 1.5m above MSL, the tidal height varies from
0.5 to 1.5m above the ground level. If this tide is associated
with high wind the tidal rise is more. All these factors
should be taken into account for designing the
height of the embankment. But the height of the dyke eannot
be raised to any extent because availability of' ea~h is also
a deciding factor in designing the height of the marginal em-
bankment. To determine the height of the dyke and to design its

crest level aLlowances will have to be made for wave upsurge
along the slope, subsidence of' the foundation layer and requi-
red free board. The wave run up calculated by the formulae

t = 8H tan" Cos ;3
= wave run up along slope

H = Wave height
~ :0; angle of the riverside slope
~ :;: angle of approach of the wave
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b) Side slope of the dykes

Safe side s~opes are required to be provided for
different types of soi~s. If the slope is steep there is
possibility of sliding down of earth when it is wet due to
constant with tide water and the embankment is likely to
fail. On the other hand if it is unnecessarily flatter the
volume of earth required for construction of the dyke a~so
wi~l be greater which will reduce the effective water area
of the farm.

The table furnished below shows the safe side s~opee
for different kind of soils. This can be taken as a thumb
rule for designing the side slopes.

The crest of the marginal embankment can be taken as
the main link road of the farm and it shou~d be sufficient-
ly be wide so that the small vohicle can ply over it. For a
b~g.commercial farm the crest width of the peripherial dyk~
should be 3m or more for transportation of farm implements,
fish stock, fish seed, manure etc.

The crest may be desig~Gd to have an oUVward-slop eo
th:J.tra.inwa.ter falli.ng on tho·crost is. provented from flow-
ing into the pond and rapid silting-up of the pond can be
checked. Availability of earth is also a guiding factor in
dotermining the crest width.

The cross-section of the marginal dyke should not be
weakor than the minimum cross section required for itsstruc-
tural stability. If the volume of earth available from pond
excavation is more than the minimum volume of dyke then the
dyke can be furtherstren~then by the deposition of excess
earth. On the other hand ponds may be needed to be excavated
more than the designed depth if the amount of excavated
earth is not sufficient enough for constructing the dyke.
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The ratio of the perimeter length of a rectangle to
its area decreasos as the area increases. Herice as the in-
dividual ponel area Hili be bigger mOre volume of earth will
be available for the construction of the dyk'e. But _-pond
size cannot bo increasod to any extent because in that case
cost due to load in depositing the earth in peripherial
dykes w:ill·a.lso increase.

d) Mx-tr~..h

Burrowing animals like crab, eel, thalasima etc are
the major menaces in Sunderbans areas. It makes tunnels un-
d~rneath the ground joiningupstreams and downstream side
of the embankment and water retained in the pond flow out
through this tunnel carrying stocked fish-seed. Black clay
abundantly available in Sunderban islands 41 0" - 51 0"
below the ground level is quite useful to resist the burrow-
ing aotion by those animals. Key trench line is dug pora-
lJ_el to the toe of the embankment and it is filled with the
puddle clay. The depth of the trenc~ should reach the layer
of the black soil. Highl;:,rimpermeable in nature, this Boil
will also check the seepage of water, through the bottom of
the dyke. .

v ) Subs-;di~;'L1s£.

Besides the marginal dykes subsidiary dykes are also
constructed in betweeri the ponds. These d~kes are made of
smaller cross section because it will face vary little hy-
drostatic pressure. Its cross section will bo also depigned
on -the basis of the volume of earth left af'ter the construc-
tion of' the marginal dykes is completed.

Sluice is a lliostvital component of' a brackishwater
f'ish f'arm complex. Function of a ol.uice is not only to regu-
late the f'low of wator from the creek to the f'eeder canal but
also to drain out water of the f'arm ponds as and when required.
In a big brackishwater farm every individual pond should be
f'itted "d thindependent sluices of' designed dimension f'or 9
taking 'I'"aterf'~;;om-the f'eeder canal and draining it out.

In addition to these small and·secondary sluices main
sluices of' bigger dimensions are constructed on the mai~.
feeder canal for taking in water from the supplying creek or
rivor. The number and size of the sluice will vary accord-
ing to the total demand of ,·ratorin the farm. Major sluices
should be such designed that the rata of flow of water
through the sluice per unit time is adequate enough to feed
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the f'arm with the required volume of' water if' the sluice is
operated f'or the entire duration of' the tide.

Since the discharge per unit width through the main
sluice will be quite large and the possibility of' under5f.
couring "rill be more it should be better constructed of'
concrete and masonry with cut-of'f'wall of' necessary depth.
The important aspects of' designing the sluice are as f'ollows;

a) Design oK ve~tarea

In the case of' ordinary irrigation sluices the vent
"area is d eeLgrrod mainly on the basis of' the required '"f dis-

charge, ahdavoi~bblo upstream water head. ,Since the water
i's discharged through the submerged hume pipe the same vent
area is in function under the same hydrostatic pressure
throughout the entire period of' discharge. But in the case
of' open type sluices in brackishwater f'arm the ef'f'ective area
of',vent itself' changes with the change in tidal height and
the velocity will also change with the change in tidal
phases. Due to this constant change in tidal velocity and

tidal height the water f'low will be very complex in nature
and some dif'f'erentmethod of' computation should be adopted
f'or designing the vent.

The tidal height with respect to time follows a simple
harmonic motion or sine curve and though the time velocity
curvo is a Curve of' second degree in nature it can be consi-
dered very c Lo.e o to linear f'unction within the short time

interval of' 3 to 4 hours during which the sluices is likely
to be operated f'or intaking water. From these two observed
Curves the f'ormula f'orthe discharge of' tide water has been
established as f'ollows :-

~\ ~2

( Sengupta, 1979)

t Cos 7f
6

(t-t t)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I,
t

---1.,

t, 'SinIC't2
Q = K t + Ct 2 ft

1
I
I
I

"---

1f et - t~
6

Where Q = discharge volume
ct = level dif'f'erence between the sluice, f'loor level:

and the m. s.l.
t' lie time required f'or the tide to reach m.s.Zb..f'rom

",the :floor level of' the sluice
K = rata- o:f charrg o o:fvelocity
C = A constant
t = time measured f'rom the moment the ~ide rises to

the :floor level
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On the basis of the above formula the vent width of
the sluice may be such designed thc."tthe volume of water
entering through the sluice during the desired operation
period can replenish the entire farm •.In the case of the
fish farm 'on Henry t s island total area of the pond is d oe-
signed to be 65.17 hn and the average water depth in the
pond is taken to be 0:7ml Thus the total volume of ·water
demanded by the farm i.s calculateo. to be 456190 em • Since
a. reguJ.ar sluice gate will be top big to be managed conve~:':"_L
niently for suppiying this huge column of \otaterin an ope-
ration-,pe.r16d of three to four hours two main sluices of
~imilar dimensions are provided and the design discharge
'-through each sluice is half of the total volume i. e.
\22\8000on approximately .end by applying the earlier formula
the vents of the sl~ice have been designed knowing all other
tidal data.

b) Jl.e1!thQ.f_£~ .!J.oor
\

, Bottom level of the sluice should be such adjusted at
the mouths of the feeder canal that in the month of March
and April when the quality fish seed likePeaneus monodon,
Mug"il persia, Ai~ tade etc etc are in plenty in rivers and
creeks water can be taken in through the sluice as soon as
the level of water starts· rising up. But the floor level of
the sluice should be at a higher level than the LLWL (low
low water level) of the main creek in the sprilmg tide period
so th~t thE!.pond water can be easily drained out as and when
required. Bottom level of the sluice should preferably be
0.15 cm below the bottom level of the feeder canal to faci-
litate the easy drainage of water.

standard practice in designing the drainage sluice
with constant discharge is also followed in the case of de-
signing length and thickness of the flo.or. Since in this case
unlike the drainage sluice the discharge changes with time
the thickness and the depth should be designed on the basis
of the maximum discharge.

The other components of the sluice such as the'out-
off abutments etc are designed as per the standard practice.
Detailed drawing of t~e mail} sluico ,structu=:e for the 500
acre farm on Henryts ~slandLhas been shown J.n the attached
drawing. Lprepared -by CIFRI

/,;
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vii) SUbsi.9:;ia:tzsluico·s·

Though the main sluices are designed to.be of masonry
structurethc sub si-diary sluices in individual ponds arc pre-
ferrod to beof lighter sj;ructure·.for the following reasons.

a) Generally the soil at.deltaic regions contains a high
percentage of silt and clay with high plasticity index and
low liquid limit and it becomes very soft and slushy·. with
the cofitact of water. Construction of permanent masonry struc-
ture OVGr this type of unreliable soil will be costly.

b) There exists a perpetual. threat of ghoges mad-e by the
~ <bur-r-owd.n.g animals beneath the under sluices and if there is

a ~ formation tidal water will play through it. The ghog
will gradually gain in size and ultimately it may resul~
collapsing the sluice. The repairing of ghog underneath the
masonry sluice will be ·difficult and costly also. But the
wo~den sluice can be easi~y taken out and can be fixed again
in \position after ghog is repaired.I ~

The sluice whose top is open is preferred to the closed
box type of sluice. The huge volume of silt which will be con-
tinuously deposited by the silt-laden ~ater can easily be
cleared from an open top sluice •.In the case of a box sluice
the dyke on the top of the sluice will have to be remqyed,p.nd
the top plank should bc taken out to clear the' silt • This .i.s
an inconvenient and expensive pperation. The silt deposition
in the open sluice can be cleared very easily. The open sluice
arc provided •.rith adjustable shutters so that by adjusting and
fixing the shutters at different levels watei-c:an be ..taken in
stage by stage as the water level increases in the main canal.

Foundation_of the sluice

Since the silty clayey soil of the canal bottom will
.become invariably soft and inconsist~nt in contact •.rith the
water the sluice should not be placed directly over the soft
soil. The soil at the base of the sluice should:'be made firm
a:r:,tdstableby driving wooden piles made from locally a.-~ailable,
plant]3, like geon t garan etc. Seasoned sal· or sui tabl~~,local
wood pan be select ed for constructing the sluice. ··BefOre plac-
ing the sluice in position it would be coated with coal tar.
A coating of coal tar will prevent the material from being
spoiled rapidly by the weathering action and attack by. the
wood boring organisms like 'ba.r-ne.c Lo a ,

In both box type and open top sluices the bottom plank
should be proje0ted outside. The load of earth over this pro-
jected portion will prevent the wooden sluice from being
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f~oe..tedup due to the buoyancy •.!Cbe wooden planks of the ~
sluice will be joined togeth~r b~ wooden battens of pre-
ferably (3" X 2") cross section. The battens will be fixed
on the outer side o£ the wa11a. This wooden battens increase'
the :friction between the earth and the plank and will pre-
vent' the sluice :from sliding due to the water pressure •.It
will also help in ~~everiting the tunnelling action between
the earth and the wooden structure. Transverse wooden struts
will be fitted with the walls so that the walls cannot be
buckleddown by the enormous pressure of the wet earth ~~~-
tained by its sides. The thickness of the plank should be
3/411 to 1".

\ Construction

After the farm is properly designed,the construction
work will be taken up. The steps to be followed serially in
carrying the construction work are as follows:'

a) ~~yout of ~he Eond and dyke

Before commencement of the earthwork the layout of-
the pond and embankments are given in the field. Outer and
inner edges of the ponds sides are marked with pegs.

The centre line of the dyke should be marked by pegs
and complete profile of the embankment should be set up with
ropes and bamboo poles at regular intervals. and at every
change of section to guide the labourer to deposit earth as
per profile.

b) Preparation of the seat of t..h9dyke

Before taking up the construction work all big trees
bushes and shrubs are mOWed down and cleared up. But after
clearing the jun51es also the upper surface of the soil may
contain lot of roots ,stumps and other organic residues.

If these are allowed to remain in the soil it will
decay in course of time and will cause piping in the soil and
water will leak through it. Soil should be free of these
harmful elements. Generally the upper layer of the soil of
these deltas are soft and fluffy due to high salinity;, Be-
fore going to deposit earth on the dyke the seat of the dyke
should be prepared by removing loose soft soil to a depth of
6" or- more according to the eondi tion 0 f local soil and do-
gree of oecurence of roots and shrubs ete in the soil. A
major portion of the soft breathing-roots which is the pro-

\
\

i1

!
"j

[
j
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dominent characteristics of the mangrove forests will be
removed by this process. If any haJ:d tree stump which can-
not be removed by cutting and is left in the soil itc8.n be
burnt down to ashes by applying kerosene or other fuel.
Very hard stumps of Sundri tree (Sun:g.,erntib..apetata) which
are commonly found at a depth of 3 - 4 feet in S~mderbans
Delta.s will have to be burnt while excavating the pond.

After the seat is prepared, the oarth £I.vailable from
the pond excavation will be deposited for the construction
of the dyke. The excavated earth from the upper layer should
not be deposited because it will also contain roots and

~ stumps_
\

\ \

Earth in embankments sho~d be deposited in layers
not exceeding 01- 9" to 1 I - 0" stretching right across the
who~e section. All clods should be broken and each layer
should be rammed well by flat '>loodenrams to flatten all
clods. Water should be sprinkled on every layer before the
next layer is spread over it so that there is a good adhesion
between +ho successive layers. The" top surfaco of eV0ry
layer should have a concavity having a slope inward and it
will increase adhesion between two succossive layers.

Th0 crest of the embankment should have a g0nt10 out-
"rard slope so that rain water falling on the cr-o et of the
dyke flows clown the outer slope of the dyke. The edges of
the crest 1t1illhave brick edging which will prevent the crest
earth from sliding down. There will b0 gaps in regular in-
tervalsin the brick edging on the outer edge. Drainage
channels' with brick linningwill be constructed below th~s'e
gaps along the outer slope of the dyke. The storm water fall-
ing in the crest vTill :flawQut through this linned drainage
and thus rain erosion "Till be prevented to a great extent.
The rapid filling up of the pond bod by the dyke washing can
also thus be prevented.

To check the rain cut and also sheet erosion by the
wind the slop0 of the dykes should be turfed with. graSl;:3es.
In Sunderban deltas since the soil is very saline it :is'
di£ficul-t; to grow ordinary ,g:i:-assbut some saline resistant
grass grows on the sides of the river canals. This grass
sods can be applied on the dyke slopes for turfing.
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But since the outer slope of the marginal dykes faces
thrust of the tidal wave it should preferably be strengthened
by brick lining whenever it is required. The work of brick
lining should be taken up after the deposited ea.rth of the
dyke is settle~ and stabilised.

f) ~ey-trench

The construction of the key trench may be taken up if
the black puddle clay is available while excavating the pond.
It wi11 not be economic to carry black clay from some other
place. The key trench ,,,illbe excavated al.ong the tC>ellineo£ the dyke and subsequently it will be filled up by the
black clay available from the pond excavation. The key trench
will taper downwards. After filling the clay in the tren.,ch
it should be rammed well so t~~t the soil is well compacted
to give a good resistance to the burrowing animals.

g) Silt t:r.§:.E.

Siltation is an enormous problom in the estuaries of
lower Sunderbans. Suspended silt load carried by the tidal
water to the pond and impounded there are deposited in the
pond bottom in the time interval between two successive
spring tides. Thus the depth of the pond decreases rapidly
causing a constant reduction of water-holding capacity of
the pond and affecting the water management system. This
menace can be fought to cortain extent by building silt trap.

Silt traps are large wator tanks encompassed by the
earthen dykes and it is built in the mouth of the feeder
canal. Silt laden water from the main river or creek are
taken in this tank and arc allowed to sottle down at the
bottom of the tank and silt-free water from the surface is
allowed to onter the farm through the feeder canal.

But this system has got cortain limitations and are
not always practicable due to the following reasons.

i) For a big commercinl fish farm a very qig silt trap
will have to be constructed to supply silt-free water to
the farm. ~~d the area of the silt trap is needed to be al-
most equal to the farm area. This will be a hugo additional
oxp orrd Lture and besidos that- so much land may not be avail-
able to accommodated this silt trap.

ii)
have
this
main

The silt deposited at the bottom of the silt trap will
to be cut an d romoved regularly and cost of removing
silt will be no less than the cost of desilting of the
farm.

Q
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:Periodica1 maintenance of' the farm shoul.d be done to
keep the farm dykes and ponds in good shape. Desiltation of
the pond bed and redressing of the dykes should be carried
out either every year or once in two years just after the
monsoon is over.

Where the water carries heavy amount of suspended
silt the rapid siltation in the feeder canal and porid bottom
may appreciably reduce the efficiency of thofarm. Ono of
the most effectivo method to fight out this problem is to
scientificially plan the intake of water.

Regular observations have been conducted on the ·silt
concentration in the tidal water in the estuary of lower
Sunderban and it has been obsorved that the silt load con-
centration in the water varies with the change in tidal phase.
It has been also observed that the upper surface of the water
contains less silt than the bottom surface. By statistical
analysis it is inferred that the variation of silt load in
respect of tidal time follows a second degree polynominal
(Sengupta and Roy, 1980, MS). The fitted regression for the
silt load at surface and bottom in Ka.kdwip canal near the
sluice mouth of the Kakdwip fish farm has beon found to
follow approximately the curves of following na.ture respec-
tively

y =
y =

5.55062 - 0.042688 X + 0.000012 X2
5.096588 - .046404 X + 0.100136 X2

Where Y is estimated silt concentration in g/litre
and X is the tidal time in minutes from the start
of tide.

FrOn;lthis two curves it is evident that the minimum silt load
occurs approximately after three hours from the start of the
tide. The tide reaches its peak after four hours. From this
it is evident that silt ingress can be minimised if water is
allo\<Tedto enter the farm a.round the peak hours of the tide
instead of taking water from the imitiation of the tide which
is::the traclitional practice in brackishwater farming. The
exact timing and duration of te~ing water can be calculated
from the earlier formul.a of discharge. Though the above equa-
tions are strictly applicable for 0. particular site a broad
idea about siltation phenomena is available from it and;appro-
priate equation cnn be established for other sites also to
corelate the silt concentration with t ida.l t-ime-.
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amount of
Heo.vi, silt will also be depo sited due to the dyke

washing. Ponds should be d.rained off and silt should be
left exposed to the st:n for dry-i:rig.On being d::riedthe
silt will crack and form cakes. which can be lifted conve-
niently.

Slip may sometimes occurs due to the oversaturaticn
of the soil near base of the dyke or embankment. The chance
is more when the pond will be dewatered. When a slip has
occured all. slipped portion and loose slushy stuff must be
removed and replaced by fresh dry material added layer by
layer to proper slope.

If the water flowing through a leak is sluggish and
clear it may be seepage water and there is not any immediate
danger but a muddy water flowing with some force shows that
the soii particles are being washed away and needs immediate
attenti,on.Correct .Loca-tLori of the holo or the both sides of
the emb~kment is essential which may not always be perpen-
dicular to the embankment.

Instead of minor leakages sometimes there may be major
breaches in the dykes. 'This may be very dangerous during the
high tide of September mid October when the wind velocity is
high and tidal rise is also maximum.

Inlsuch exigencies two end of the breached portions
should be protected to prevont further widening by a semi-
circular bundh constructed with bamboo mattresses and sand-
bags and water is bailed out from within. Then earth is
dumped on the breached portion.

The subsidiary wooden sluices should preferably be
painted with coal tar e~ery year which will protect the sluice
from weathering action or f'rmn the attacJ;cof barnacles.

•
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